Sauna Rest Area
This traditional house was used by workers after
relaxing in the sauna.
Fun Park Slide

Welcome Center

This 103 Meter (338 Feet) slide was built using
the natural mountain slope. Enjoy a fresh air
experience.

The Welcome Center was remodeled from a traditional
Japanese house. Park information and souvenirs available.
Rural House

Ukihashi Shrine
& Big Camellia Tree

This is a typical farmer’s house of the Tokuji area in
the early 1900’s。
Ｔraditional furnishings are displayed.

This historical shrine is for long life and good
health. The big Camellia tree is more than 800
years old.

Somairi Path

Village Headman’s House
This house remains the same as when originally
built.

Priest Chougen Shounin started his search here for
the best trees to reconstruct the ToudaijiTemple in
Nara. Enjoy your walk through the woods along the

Hanahitoe
Tea & Confectionary Shop

Water Powered Flour

Please try some of the local tea and traditional
Japanese deserts called mitarashidango, zenzai
etc.

This water wheel is part of the working flour mill.

Tokuji Area Products
Unique Tokuji folk crafts and souvenirs are for
sale.
Charcoal Kiln

Craft Workshop

Charcoal making is done here as in the old

days using wood and bamboo from the

Soba
Noodle Shop

Please try your hand at making tasty
soba noodles from soba flour.

This Japanese restaurant serves local foods.
With reservations, special rooms can be prepared
for group dining.
Gallery Chougen
Hand craft related exhibitions change monthly.

Stone Sauna
During the Toudaiji Temple reconstruction,
workers had exclusive use of this sauna to relax.

Experience indigo dyeing a scarf or handkerchief,
weave a place mat, or make a small wood object.

Paper Making
Tokuji Washi (Japanese paper) has been produced
since the 16th century. You can make a small sheet
of paper while feeling the warmth of the gently

Pond
Here you can enjoy catching many kinds of
stocked fish. Later you can grill them. At
special events other traditional foods are
Botanical Pond
Various aquatic plants such as Iris can be seen

Folk Culture Center
Inside are exhibits from local collections that
show the process of preparing lumber for the
reconstruction of the Toudaiji Temple that was
destroyed in the Genpei Battle of 1180.

Wood & Bamboo Demonstration

Abundant wood and bamboo in the Tokuji area are
used by craftsmen to make unique objects.

Chougen Gou
A shuttle bus service runs
between points ① and ⑨.

